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Contemporary Abstract Algebra
Joseph A. Gallian
Cengage Learning
9th Edition

This course is a 4-credit course, which means that in addition to the scheduled lectures,
students are expected to do at least 9.5 hours of course-related work each week during the
semester. This includes things like: completing assigned readings and homeworks, studying
for tests and examinations, preparing written assignments, and other tasks that must be
completed to earn credit in the course.
Writing is an essential part of the communication among mathematicians. For that reason,
clear and neat writing is emphasized. Proofs must be logically sound and well-founded.
In this course we will cover most of the material in Part 2 (Groups) and the first half of Part
3 (Rings) of the textbook.
The evaluation will be based on homework, blackboard presentations, two tests, and a final
exam. Homework will be collected on Mondays, and returned the same week. Students will
be called to present problems on the board on Fridays. These problems will be selected from
homework problems and additional assigned problems.

Grading:
Homework
Board presentations
Test 1
Test 2
Final Exam

Mondays
Fridays
Monday Oct.
Monday Nov.
??day
Dec.

01
05
1?

20%
20%
15%
15%
30% (Cumulative)

• You are encouraged to discuss homework problems with classmates, but such discussions should not include the exchange of any written material.
• No problem should be discussed with anyone other than classmates.
• Collaborative work should be explicitly acknowledged in the handed-in homework.
• Writing of homework problems should be done on an individual basis.
• Outside references for material used in the solution of homework problems should be
fully disclosed. References to results from the textbook and/or class notes should also
be included.
Classroom Environment Everyone has the right to be addressed by the name and pronouns that correspond to their gender identity, including non-binary pronouns, for example:
they/them/theirs, ze/zir/zirs, etc. Rosters do not list gender or pronouns so you may be
asked to indicate the pronouns you use so that I don’t make assumptions based on your
name and/or appearance/self-presentation (you are not obligated to do so). If you use a
chosen name, please let me know. Chosen names and pronouns are to be respected at all
times in the classroom. Mistakes in addressing one another may happen, so I encourage an
environment of openness to correction and learning. I will not however, tolerate repeated
comments which disrespect or antagonize students who have indicated pronouns or a chosen
name. Chosen name and personal pronouns may evolve over time, so if at any point during
the semester you would like to be addressed differently, please let me know.
Look for additional information, including updates on this document at the course website.
https://goo.gl/8Yv5Za

